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Details of Visit:

Author: DreamWeaverMan
Location 2: Bermondsey
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 28 Aug 2010 2pm
Duration of Visit: 2
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07587890376

The Premises:

Easy to find very Flat in Bermondsey, about 5 min walk from Bermondsey underground Station. Out
side the Flat is a block of Flats look like Council Flats, in side is clean and tidy and nice.

The Lady:

Martha is friendly and nice girl, curvy and soft body, Mid 20s, about 5' 5? tall

The Story:

This is very basic type of experience. Revere oral, OWO, reverse massage and finished off by hand
relief. There is no kissing and lack of intimacy and there is no connection. I left early due to the fact
that nothing to do. I assume that Martha is more suitable for short appointments. Martha is friendly
and nice girl, but what I experienced and what said in her profile have lots of mismatch.
So I am moving on to explore various experiences.

Martha?s photos are of hers in the web site. She is nicer in person than photo

I have been to this flat few time before and I met few very nice girls but now this flat advertise on
that site with many adverts with false photos for few girls

Seems like the profile is managed my the business who control the girls to get more punters to the
door. Check this FR for how these business work - FR 95551

Notes:

Ela is back after long absence - FR:86343. Her phone number is changed. Photos in the web site
are of hers.

Natalie is back and started to work as part-time basis: FR: 87040. Her phone number is changed.
Photos in the web site are of hers.

Pregnant escort Alice is no longer working but Rebeka who is seven month pregnant is still working
but only for another three weeks.
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If you need more information, send me an email
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